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Social influences on decision-making are particularly pronounced
during adolescence and have both protective and detrimental ef-
fects. To evaluate how responsiveness to social signals may be
linked to substance use in adolescents, we used functional neuro-
imaging and a gambling task in which adolescents who have and
have not used substances (substance-exposed and substance-
naïve, respectively) made choices alone and after observing peers’
decisions. Using quantitative model-based analyses, we identify
behavioral and neural evidence that observing others’ safe choices
increases the subjective value and selection of safe options for
substance-naïve relative to substance-exposed adolescents. More-
over, the effects of observing others’ risky choices do not vary by
substance exposure. These results provide neurobehavioral evi-
dence for a role of positive peers (here, those who make safer
choices) in guiding adolescent real-world risky decision-making.

adolescent | peer influence | decision-making | social influence |
substance use

Adolescence is marked by an increased desire for social ac-
ceptance and sensitivity to social influences that can both

promote and compromise health-related behaviors (1, 2). During
this developmental period, substance use and other health-risk
behaviors proliferate (3, 4), particularly among those who asso-
ciate with peers who engage in those behaviors and less so for
adolescents with less deviant peers (5–10). These data suggest
that social influence can be bidirectional (1, 11–14), contributing
to riskier or safer choices, and that adolescents’ responsiveness
to riskier or safer peers contributes to engagement in health-risk
or health-promoting behaviors (15). To examine this possibility,
we used a neurocomputational approach to examine how re-
sponsiveness to bidirectional social influence is associated with
adolescents’ experience with real-world substance use. Our re-
sults provide neural and behavioral evidence for a role of posi-
tive social peers in influencing decision-making in adolescents.
To examine how peers’ choices impact adolescents’ decision-

making about risky options, we used functional neuroimaging
and a gambling task in which adolescents made a series of
choices between two gambles (one “safer” with smaller payoff
variance and one “riskier” with greater payoff variance), both
alone (Solo trials) and after observing others’ choices (Info tri-
als) (11). We recruited participants from 15 to 17 y old, as this
age range is 1) associated with a developmental period of
heightened neural sensitivity to appetitive (16) and social (17,
18) stimuli and is 2) a peak period of substance use initiation
among adolescents later admitted for treatment (19). More
generally, substance exposure during adolescence is a strong
predictor of future health-risk behaviors and poor outcomes in-
cluding risky sexual behaviors and substance use disorders, as
well as diminished educational attainment, criminal activity, and
development of psychopathology, after accounting for other
predictors including history of conduct problems (19–26).
Adolescents were instructed in groups of up to six members,

and informed that on Info trials, the choices of two other

randomly selected players from the group would be revealed (see
Table 1 and Materials and Methods for group composition de-
tails). Group members did not know each other, and adolescents
reported group members to be within less than a year of their
own age (perceived peer age [mean ± SD]: 0.64 ± 2.05 y from
self). Seventy-eight adolescents (ages 15 to 17; n = 41 female)
were included in the behavioral portion of this study; a subset of
these adolescents (n = 31) performed the task during functional
neuroimaging. During the task, all adolescents played in the
third-player position, such that on Info trials, two other players’
choices were presented before adolescents made their own de-
cisions (Fig. 1A; also see SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Adolescents’
choices were thus measured under variants of social influence:
safe influence, in which the two presented choices of others were
the safer gamble, risky influence, in which the two others’ pre-
sented choices were the riskier gamble, and mixed influence, in
which the two others’ presented choices comprised one safer and
one riskier gamble. Info and Solo trials were intermixed. Par-
ticipants were paid at the end of the task based on the outcome
of a gamble randomly drawn from among their choices,
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independent from any other players’ choices (see Materials and
Methods for additional procedural details).
Substance exposure was defined based on real-world substance

use: adolescents who reported having used alcohol, tobacco,
marijuana, or any other illicit drugs (substance-exposed), and ad-
olescents who had never tried these substances (substance-naïve;
see Materials and Methods and Table 1 for additional participant
characteristics). Age, sex, race, family income level, parental edu-
cation, and perceived age did not differ between substance-exposed
and substance-naïve participants (Table 1). The Barratt Impul-
siveness Scale (BIS; 27), the Adolescent Risk-Taking Questionnaire
(ARQ; 28), and Youth Self Report (YSR; 29) Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders subscales were used to as-
sess impulsivity, health-risk behaviors, and psychopathology as po-
tential predictors of substance exposure (Table 1), as each has been
previously associated with liability for poor outcomes including
substance use disorders (30–32). Each of these variables was in-
cluded as a covariate along with the neural and behavioral social
influence variables of interest within a series of stepwise multiple
logistic regressions predicting substance exposure (see the logistic
regression section of the Materials and Methods for details). As
described below, a quantitative model adapted from our prior work
(11) was used to isolate the impact of observing others’ safe and
risky choices, respectively, on participants’ choices about risky

options; these respective effects were in turn tested for their asso-
ciation with substance exposure among adolescents.
Substantial experimental evidence suggests that human

decision-making is guided by the subjective value of information
(33) and that decisions about, among, and for others requires the
integration of subjective values derived from social and nonsocial
information (11) [see Ruff and Fehr (34) for a review]. In the
present study, we drew upon this framework and examined ad-
olescents’ subjective valuation of riskier and safer choices made
by peers and the extent to which this valuation differs between
substance-naïve and substance-exposed adolescents. In particu-
lar, we adapted previous work showing that during decision-
making among social others, others’ choices confer utility to
those options, represented as other-conferred utilities (OCUs)
that reflect utility increases (or decreases) on the options chosen
by social others. Critically, these OCUs predict choices under
social influence such that individuals who show greater subjective
valuation (measured as behavioral and neural substrates of
OCU) of social others’ choices show greater conformity with
those others’ choices (35). The basic OCU model is an extension
of expected utility models (36) and comprises OCU added to the
gamble chosen by others, leading to an OCU-modified utility
(Uwith OCU =USolo + OCU; seeMaterials and Methods for model
details). Larger OCUs thus reflect greater subjective valuation of

Table 1. Participant characteristics

Substance-naïve (n = 46) Substance-exposed (n = 32)

Male/female participants† 25/21 12/20
Age† 15.76 ± 0.79 16.09 ± 0.78
Race (% white)†,‡ 71.74 87.50
Family income level†,§ 5.24 ± 0.99 4.48 ± 1.42
Highest parental education†,{ 4.35 ± 1.21 4.03 ± 1.22
Peers’ perceived age†,# 16.28 ± 1.88 17.28 ± 3.05
BIS attention** 10.04 ± 2.80 12.09 ± 2.87
BIS motor*** 19.41 ± 3.23 23.28 ± 4.62
BIS nonplanning* 21.96 ± 4.53 24.19 ± 4.82
ARQ antisocial 3.89 ± 2.45 4.06 ± 2.38
ARQ rebellious*** 1.41 ± 1.28 4.97 ± 3.40
ARQ reckless 0.98 ± 1.48 1.34 ± 1.43
ARQ thrill seeking 6.54 ± 3.16 6.31 ± 3.91
YSR ADHD 54.35 ± 5.73 55.50 ± 6.62
YSR CD 53.46 ± 5.12 54.28 ± 6.11
YSR ODD 52.70 ± 4.02 54.53 ± 6.15
% used each drug (alc/mar/tob)jj — 90.63%/50.00%/31.25%
% binge drinking†† in past 6 mo‡‡

— 34.48%
% using marijuana ≥ 3× per month‡‡

— 25.00%
% using tobacco ≥ 3× per month‡‡

— 10.00%
Frequency of alcohol use‡‡,§§ — 1.71 ± 0.80
Frequency of marijuana use‡‡,§§ — 2.31 ± 1.20
Frequency of tobacco use‡‡,§§ — 1.36 ± 0.67
No. of substances used — 1.88 ± 1.01
Age at earliest substance use — 14.02 ± 1.87

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Means ± SDs are reported.
†Groups did not differ using t test or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate (all P > 0.14).
‡Two participants in the substance-naïve group and one participant from the substance-exposed group identi-
fied as Hispanic.
§Average household annual income, where 1 = <$20,000, 2 = $20,000 to 35,000, 3 = $35,000 to 50,000, 4 =
$50,000 to 75,000, 5 = $75,000 to 100,000, and 6 = >$100,000.
{Highest parental education; where 1 = some high school, 2 = high school diploma or GED, 3 = some college or
associate’s degree, 4 = bachelor’s degree, 5 = master’s degree, and 6 = MD/JD/PhD.
#Age of peers in task instruction group, as perceived by adolescent participants.
jjFive adolescents reported using an additional substance aside from alcohol, tobacco, or marijuana.
††Having more than five drinks at one time.
‡‡Among adolescents who reported use of indicated substance.
§§1 = tried once or twice, 2 = used three to five times, 3 = usually use a few times a month, 4 = usually use a few
times a week.
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social others’ choices and are associated with higher likelihoods
of making the same choices as social others, above and beyond
what an individual’s risk preference (α, where USolo = Σpi(vi)α for
a gamble that has an ith outcome vi with probability pi) would
predict. Here, to examine the impact of bidirectional social in-
fluence on adolescents’ choices, we included two OCUs to
identify the distinct impact of safer and riskier choices, respec-
tively, by peers: The model term OCUsafe reflects subjective
valuation of others’ safe choices, and OCUrisky reflects subjective
valuation of others’ risky choices (see Materials and Methods for
model description details and SI Appendix for comparison and
model parameter recovery details).

Results
To first evaluate the robustness of the model parameter esti-
mates derived from participants’ choices (i.e., true parameter
values), we used means and SDs of the group-level distributions
to simulate individual choice data for 78 simulated subjects, and
re-estimated parameter values from these simulated data (i.e., re-
covered parameter values). All parameters (inverse temperature
[λ], risk preference [α], utility conferred by safe and risky others
[OCUsafe and OCUrisky, respectively]) were recoverable and showed
high correlations between true and recovered parameter values,
including OCUsafe (r = 0.82, P = 3.2e-20) and OCUrisky (r = 0.82,
P = 4.1e-20; see Materials and Methods for other parameter details
and SI Appendix for model recovery details).
Upon verifying the robustness of the OCU parameter esti-

mates, we tested whether substance exposure was significantly
associated with the utilities conferred by safe and risky social
influence (OCUsafe and OCUrisky) using stepwise multiple lo-
gistic regression (see logistic regression section in Materials and
Methods) predicting substance exposure. This analysis showed
that OCUsafe (odds-ratio [OR] = 0.0032, 95% CI = [1.7e-05,
0.33], P = 0.021), but not OCUrisky (OR = 0.074, 95% CI =
[0.0024, 1.72], P = 0.12) significantly predicts substance exposure
(Fig. 1B and Table 2). Further, Bayesian model comparison
between the logistic regression model including OCUsafe, but not
OCUrisky to the model including OCUrisky, but not OCUsafe
demonstrates substantial evidence in favor of the model with

OCUsafe (Bayes factors [BF] = 9.24). These model-based results
were paralleled by model-agnostic data (SI Appendix, Figs. S2
and S3) showing increased modulation of decisions when ob-
serving peers’ safe choices in substance-naïve adolescents and
decreased modulation in substance-exposed adolescents. These
data provide model-based and model-agnostic evidence showing
that during adolescent decision-making, varying responses to
peers’ safe choices, and not to peers’ risky choices, is associated
with substance exposure.
As an additional model-agnostic measure of choices under

social influence, we computed the proportion of trials in which
adolescents chose the same option as others. This conformity
metric was calculated separately for choices under safe and risky
social influence for each participant and showed a pattern con-
sistent with the model-based OCU parameters, such that ado-
lescents who followed others’ safe choices more than risky
choices showed larger OCUsafe than OCUrisky, and vice versa
(Fig. 1C).
We posited that at least two neurodevelopmental processes

may contribute to the varying effects of peers’ safe choices as
related to substance exposure in adolescents. Specifically, during
adolescence, changes occur in both neural valuation systems and
neural systems sensitive to other social processes (37, 38) (for
review, see (39, 40)); thus, differences in neural instantiation of
social valuation and/or nonvaluation social processes may be
associated with differing effects of peers on decision-making

Fig. 1. Substance-naïveté is associated with greater valuation of peers’ safe choices. (A) Adolescents made a series of choices between two gambles (one safe
and one risky). Per Chung et al. (11), the decisions were made alone (Solo trials) and after observing peers’ choices (Info trials). On Info trials, two peers’
decisions were revealed prior to the participant’s decision. (B) OCU (utilities added to the gambles chosen by peers) under safe peer influence (OCUsafe), but
not risky influence (OCUrisky) were significantly associated with substance exposure. In addition, Bayesian comparison shows decisive evidence in favor of a
logistic regression model that includes OCUsafe over one that includes OCUrisky (BF = 9.24), indicating that valuation of others’ safe choices is more strongly
associated with substance exposure than is valuation of others’ risky choices (see Table 2 and Results for model comparison). (C) Differences between OCUsafe

and OCUrisky were significantly correlated with model-agnostic conformity choices under safe and risky social influence (i.e., likelihood of making the same
choice as peers; Pearson’s correlation; substance-naïve: r = 0.85, P = 8.3e-14; substance-exposed: r = 0.81, P = 2.0e-08). Each point represents an individual
participant; group means are indicated in black. Gray shades show the distribution of data points along the y axis.

Table 2. Logistic regression of behavioral OCU parameters
predicting substance exposure

Regressor OR CI (95%) P value

Intercept 0.078 [0.0011, 3.86] 0.21
BIS motor 1.40 [1.19, 1.72] 0.00028***
OCUsafe 0.0032 [1.7e-05, 0.33] 0.021*
OCUrisky 0.074 [0.0024, 1.72] 0.12

OCUsafe is associated with decreased likelihood of substance exposure. No
association was found between OCUrisky and substance exposure. *P < 0.05,
***P < 0.001.
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about risky options. Extant data identifying separable roles of
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) in social valuation (41)
and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) in nonvaluation
social processing (37, 42, 43) allow us to differentiate between
these possibilities. To test these neural hypotheses, a subset of
n = 31 adolescents was scanned during task performance, and we
performed event-related functional MRI (fMRI) analyses of
adolescents’ blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) responses at
the time at which they viewed others’ choices. Region-of-interest
(ROI) selection was carried out using a Neurosynth-based meta-
analytic approach to identify regions most likely to represent the
processes of interest (i.e., social valuation and nonvaluation so-
cial processing; see ROI analyses section in Materials and
Methods for further details).
To evaluate potential neural differences in valuation of peers’

safe and risky choices (as identified in the model-based and
model-agnostic behavioral data reported above), we examined
BOLD responses representing other-conferred utility (see Ma-
terials and Methods for contrast details) under safe and risky
social influence, respectively, in the adolescents who were
scanned during task performance. Stepwise multiple logistic re-
gression revealed that social valuation responses in vmPFC were
associated with substance exposure only for OCUsafe and not
OCUrisky (Fig. 2A), after accounting for effects of impulsivity and
psychopathology (Table 3). In addition, Bayesian comparison of
a regression model excluding OCUsafe to a model excluding
OCUrisky showed decisive evidence in favor of the model that
includes OCUsafe (BF = 278.66), indicating that neural valuation
of peers’ safe choices is more strongly associated with substance
exposure than is neural valuation of peers’ risky choices. As
expected, vmPFC activity was also related to subjective value of
gamble options as a whole across all participants (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4).
Next, to evaluate whether nonvaluation social processing is

associated with substance exposure, we compared social (Info)
trials to Solo trials, in which no social information was available,
during the gamble viewing phase. Stepwise multiple logistic re-
gression revealed that BOLD responses in the dmPFC to social
versus nonsocial information was not related to substance ex-
posure for either safe or risky peer choices (Fig. 2B and Table 4),
indicating that the extent to which adolescents are responsive to
nonvaluation social information is not related to substance ex-
posure. For completeness, we compared eight other non-
valuation social processing regions (see ROI analyses section in
Materials and Methods for details) between groups; none of these
additional ROIs evidenced a relationship between neural

responses to social Info versus Solo trials and substance exposure
(SI Appendix, Table S1). As expected, dmPFC activity was ob-
served for social versus nonsocial trials as a whole across par-
ticipants (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
Finally, as previous studies indicate that functional connec-

tivity between socio-affective and valuation neural circuits is
sensitive to developmental changes and increases in adolescence
(37, 38), we further examined the possibility that the substance-
naïve and substance-exposed adolescents differ in such func-
tional connectivity. Specifically, we conducted a psychophysio-
logical interaction (PPI) analysis testing whether the interaction
between dmPFC-vmPFC connectivity and the psychological
factor of conformity (i.e., decisions to follow others’ choices or
not) is affected by substance exposure (see SI Appendix for PPI
design matrix details). The PPI was comparable between
substance-naïve and substance-exposed adolescents, providing
little support for an association between substance exposure and
functional connectivity between socio-affective and valuation
circuitry (see SI Appendix, Fig. S6 for further discussion of PPI
analyses).

Discussion
Here, using a computational model-based approach, we show
that substance-naïveté in adolescents is related to increased
valuation of peers’ safer choices. Furthermore, we evaluate three
neurodevelopmental hypotheses linking sensitivity to social in-
fluence to increased risky behavior in adolescents. These data
provide converging evidence that the varying influence of safe
peers on adolescents’ choices is attributable to differential val-
uation of peers’ safe choices, rather than valuation of peers’ risky
choices, general sensitivity to social information, or enhanced
connectivity of valuation and socio-affective neural circuitry.

A B

Fig. 2. Neural valuation of peers’ safe choices (OCUsafe) is associated with substance-naïveté. (A) Social valuation: In vmPFC, responses to OCUsafe, but not to
OCUrisky were significantly associated with substance exposure (OCUsafe, OR = 0.0086, 95% CI for OR: [3.0e-05, 0.21], P = 0.027; OCUrisky, OR = 0.13, 95% CI for
OR: [0.0023, 1.28], P = 0.16). In addition, Bayesian comparison shows decisive evidence in favor of a logistic regression model that includes neural responses to
OCUsafe over that including OCUrisky (BF = 278.66), indicating that neural valuation of others’ safe choices is more strongly associated with substance exposure
than is neural valuation of others’ risky choices (see Results for model comparison details). (B) Nonvaluation social processing: In dmPFC, responses to social
information were not associated with substance exposure (for Social versus Solo trials; safe info: OR = 0.97, 95% CI for OR: [0.17, 5.30], P = 0.97; risky info:
OR = 0.61, 95% CI for OR: [0.11, 2.14], P = 0.52).

Table 3. Logistic regression of neural response to OCU
predicting substance exposure

Regressor OR CI (95%) P value

Intercept 4.9e-23 [1.4e-50, 2.1e-08] 0.025*
BIS motor 3.31 [1.48, 13.53] 0.026*
YSR ODD 1.69 [1.14, 3.50] 0.047*
OCUsafe (neural) 0.0086 [3.0e-05, 0.21] 0.027*
OCUrisky (neural) 0.13 [0.0023, 1.28] 0.16

Neural response to OCUsafe is associated with decreased likelihood of sub-
stance exposure. Neural response to OCUrisky is not associated with substance
exposure. *P < 0.05.
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The association between subjective valuation of peers’ safe
choices and substance exposure provides evidence of a bias in
social valuation that plays a role in engagement (or not) in
substance use. This has implications for public health and po-
tential early intervention approaches, given the myriad poor
outcomes associated with initiating substance use in adolescence
(19–26). While previous studies have largely focused on variables
contributing to health-risk behaviors (44–48), peer effects that
facilitate health-promoting behaviors may be important when
aiming to reduce deviant behaviors. More generally, biases in
social influence sensitivity may interact with risk preferences and
risk assortment, and amplify the effects of peers on adolescents’
decision-making. Individuals with similar risk preferences have
been found to positively assort (49, 50), and following this, ad-
olescents whose choices are most influenced by safe peers (e.g.,
substance-naïve adolescents) may also be more likely to interact
with individuals who make safe choices. Previous studies have
reported that individuals show higher neural and behavioral re-
ward responses and are more generous when rewards are shared
with friends or those at close social distance (51, 52). In the
present work, we sought to minimize social network effects by
recruiting adolescents who did not know each other, and who
were thus equidistant from one another with regard to degree of
objective social distance. However, substance-naïve adolescents
may nevertheless perceive greater closeness to peers who make
safe choices; such perceptions may contribute to the greater
reward response to others’ safe choices in substance-naïve, rel-
ative to substance-exposed, adolescents. More generally, the
nature of social relationships and composition of social groups
are likely to affect the influence of peers on decision-making and
should be examined in future research of social effects on health-
risk behaviors.
Our stepwise multiple logistic regression approach allowed an

examination of the rich dimensionality that may contribute to
risk liability for substance use in adolescents. As expected from
previous reports (53), impulsivity (for the behavioral and neural
OCU regression models) and psychopathology (for the neural
OCU model) covaried with adolescent substance exposure. Both
behavioral and neural indicators of sensitivity to safe peers were
significantly and consistently associated with substance exposure
after accounting for impulsivity and psychopathology, indicating
that social valuation of safe others, but not risky others, is as-
sociated with substance exposure above and beyond other com-
mon predictors of health-risk behaviors. We also note that, based
on previous reports, we expected more apparent associations
between adolescent psychopathology and substance exposure
(54). However, aside from the oppositional defiant disorder
(ODD) factor in the vmPFC model, psychopathology indices did
not explain adolescents’ substance use behaviors. This lack of
association could be due to our sample excluding medicated
adolescents, leading to less psychopathology than previous re-
ports that detected relationships with substance use. That is, the
vast majority of adolescents were below clinical threshold (29)
for any YSR externalizing disorders. Finally, in our sample, age

was not related to adolescent substance exposure. This is likely
due to the restricted age range we examined (15 to 17 y; again
chosen based on previous reports that this is a particularly sen-
sitive developmental period (16–18)).
Sensitivity to peers’ risky choices was not related to adolescent

substance exposure. One possible explanation for this lack of
association could be a ceiling effect where substance-exposed
adolescents were already making a large proportion of risky
decisions outside of viewing peers’ choices (i.e., on Solo trials).
However, this explanation is unlikely; substance-exposed ado-
lescents made safe choices on 57% of Solo trials on average, and
were thus not at ceiling with regard to risky choices (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3). Another possibility is that for substance-naïve adoles-
cents, following peers’ risky choices may occur via factors not
assessed by our model. For example, prior data suggest that
adolescents who are perceived as more popular engage more
often in risky behaviors, such as substance use (55). Thus, in the
face of peers’ risky choices, substance-naïve adolescents may be
additionally influenced by considerations of social status (5, 10,
56). Future work will be important to understand the observed
asymmetry in influence of peers’ safe and risky choices on
adolescent decisions.
It remains to be seen whether the variation in responses to

safe versus risky information is specific to the social nature of the
information, or whether the effects extend to decision-related
information from nonsocial sources. While our previous work
in adults demonstrated other-conferred utility to be observed in
social contexts only (11), it is nevertheless important that future
work evaluate whether influences of risk-related information on
adolescent decision-making as related to health-risk behaviors is
restricted to social contexts, or whether the influence is also
observed in responses to nonsocial information. In particular,
implications of this work for information-based intervention
strategies in adolescents may be informed by the nature of the
information and the context in which it is delivered.
This work broadly points to the importance of positive peers

(here, those who make safer decisions) in influencing adolescent
choices. The data provide a critical starting point for future
studies in adolescents examining whether reactions to positive
peers may confer a protective effect against substance exposure
or be a risk factor for substance use, or both. These possibilities
may be explored with longitudinal and/or neuromodulation
studies (e.g., transcranial magnetic stimulation, real-time fMRI
neurofeedback) examining links between valuation of peers’
choices and real-world outcomes across development. Further,
our substance-exposed adolescents comprise individuals with a
range of substance use behaviors from those who have tried a
substance once to those who reported frequent use of multiple
substances (adolescents range from not using alcohol, tobacco,
or marijuana at all to using alcohol or tobacco a few times a
month, and marijuana a few times a week). Future studies should
examine whether frequency, quantity, or length of substance use,
or other use characteristics, may be related to sensitivity to peers’
choices in adolescence.
Our neuroimaging data provide additional insight about the

processes via which peers influence adolescent decision-making.
The vmPFC plays a key role in representing social and nonsocial
subjective values (11, 57–61), and here, adolescents’ substance-
naïveté was associated with vmPFC encoding of the subjective
value of others’ safe, and not risky, choices. The specificity of the
neural findings to valuation within vmPFC (and not general
nonvaluation social processing regions or connectivity among
valuation and socio-affective regions) further supports biases in
other-conferred utility that guide participants’ choices under
social influence (11). These patterns are consistent with the idea
that substance-naïve adolescents follow others’ safe choices more
than substance-exposed adolescents do, because they value
others’ safe choices more. In sum, these data contribute to

Table 4. Logistic regression of neural response to nonvaluation
social processing predicting substance exposure

Regressor OR CI (95%) P value

Intercept 3.3e-09 [1.4e-18, 0.0087] 0.031*
BIS motor 1.67 [1.19, 2.83] 0.017*
YSR ODD 1.20 [0.96, 1.66] 0.15
Safe social (neural) 0.97 [0.17, 5.30] 0.97
Risky social (neural) 0.61 [0.11, 2.14] 0.52

Neither safe nor risky nonvaluation social processing is associated with
likelihood of substance exposure. *P < 0.05.
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understanding how peers influence decision-making and find
that valuation of peers’ positive (here, safer) choices, and not
peers’ riskier choices is associated with substance exposure.
More broadly, this work points to the importance of positive
peers in influencing adolescent real-world behaviors.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Ninety-one community adolescents (male/female = 45/46, age =
15.90 ± 0.80) participated in the current study. All adolescents provided
written informed assent, and legal guardians provided written informed
consent for the adolescents’ participation in a research protocol approved by
the Institutional Review Board of Virginia Tech. Participants’ substance use
history was assessed with the Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) (62). Ex-
clusion criteria included current psychiatric medications, previous head in-
juries resulting in loss of consciousness, neurological disorders, and MRI
contraindications. A priori data analytic exclusion criteria included behav-
ioral patterns that indicated lack of attention or understanding of the task
(i.e., choosing the option with a larger high payoff value less often when it
was more likely to return the high payoff), individuals for whom individual-
level models did not arrive at a unique solution using exploratory maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) (see Computational model), MRI-related artifact,
and excessive movement during the functional scanning run (>5 mm in the
x, y, or z direction); these factors would hinder a meaningful analysis of the
social, decision-making, and neural effects of interest.

After exclusions, the analyzed behavioral data included 78 adolescents: 46
adolescents who had never tried alcohol, tobacco, marijuana, or any other
drugs (substance-naïve; male/female = 25/21, age = 15.76 ± 0.79) and 32
adolescents who had tried one or more of these substances (substance-
exposed; male/female = 12/20, age = 16.09 ± 0.78). Substance-naïve and
substance-exposed adolescents were of comparable age (Fisher’s exact, P =
0.17), gender (Fisher’s exact, P = 0.17), family income level (Fisher’s exact, P =
0.14), parental education (Fisher’s exact, P = 0.52), perception of social
others’ age (t (37) = 1.24, P = 0.22, see SI Appendix for additional exclusion
criteria for this analysis), and racial distribution (Fisher’s exact, P = 0.16). See
Table 1 for additional participant characteristics. Of these 78 adolescents, 31
participated in functional neuroimaging as described below.

Experimental Procedures. Following our previous work (11), we used a
decision-making task in which adolescents made a series of choices between
one safer and one riskier gamble; as detailed below, decisions were made
either alone or after viewing the choices of peers. Each pair of gambles had
the same chance of winning high and low payoffs, and the payoff proba-
bilities were shown proportional to the size of the pie pieces (Fig. 1A). As per
Holt and Laury (63), the safer (safe) gamble always had a smaller variance
between high and low payoffs compared to the riskier (risky) gamble. De-
cisions were made either after observing peers’ choices or alone (11). Spe-
cifically, participants were instructed that on some indicated trials, choices
made by a subset of the group would be shown (Info trials), and that on
other trials, decisions made by others would not be revealed (Solo trials).

Instructions were presented to groups of four, five, or six, and participants
were told that two other players’ choices would be selected to be presented
on a subset of trials. To enhance the social nature of the group-instruction
environment, 26 additional adolescents and young adults were recruited
(unbeknownst to participants) to be present only during the instruction
phase; these individuals did not participate in the study beyond being pre-
sent for the task instructions (no effects of peers’ perceived age on influence
were observed; see details in SI Appendix). Participants were instructed that
the order of decision-making would be presented on the computer screen or
in the scanner at the beginning of the task, and that position would remain
the same throughout the task. All adolescents were assigned to the third-
player position, such that they would observe two other players’ choices on
the Info trials. After the instructions were completed, all participants were
given the opportunity to ask questions about the task and a brief quiz was
administered to assess task comprehension; any incorrect quiz answers were
addressed at that time. Participants were instructed that they would be
escorted one at a time to separate rooms for the task. Adolescents were
escorted first to the scanner suite or behavioral testing room, and then the
instruction-only participants were called one at a time, compensated,
and released.

To investigate the influence of observing others’ choices on decision-
making about uncertain options, four different trial types, based on the
combination of the two peers’ choices that were presented, were intermixed
and pseudorandomly presented. Specifically, 1) Solo trials were defined as
trials in which participants made their choices alone, without information

about peers’ choices, 2) Info: ‘safe, safe’ were trials in which the two peers’
displayed choices were the safe gamble, 3) Info: ‘risky, risky’ were trials in
which the two peers’ displayed choices were the risky gamble, and 4) Info:
‘mix’ were trials in which the two peers’ displayed choices comprised one
safe and one risky gamble. Each participant made 96 choices (four lottery
menus × six payoff probabilities × four trial types), where four lottery menus
were randomly selected from eight unique lottery menus adapted from Holt
and Laury (63) and the six probabilities of high payoff were 40%, 50%, 60%,
70%, 80%, and 90%. See Chung et al. (11) for the entire set of eight menus
and task development details.

We have previously shown that the task used herein captures a social
process (as opposed to amore general information/affective effect). Specifically,
in Chung et al. (11), we implemented a separate behavioral experiment ex-
plicitly instructing participants (n = 30) that Info trials were computer-
generated choices wherein, prior to the participant’s decision, two computers
would randomly pick among the options, and these two options would be
presented (Computer Info trials). The visual aspects and trial structure of the
original social game were maintained, and no effect of Computer Info selec-
tions on participants’ choices was observed (SI Appendix, Fig. S7).

Participants were paid at the end of the study. To avoid potential effects of
gamble outcomes in decision-making, only the outcome of a single lottery
selected from all choices made by the participant was carried out. It was
emphasized before the task that other players’ choices would not affect
participants’ payoff, and that participants’ payoff solely depended on their
own behavioral choices.

Questionnaire Measures. The BIS (27), the ARQ (28), and the YSR (29) were
administered, as these measures have previously been shown to be associ-
ated with substance use behaviors (30–32). We specifically used subscales from
these measures in a series of multiple stepwise logistic regression models to
examine potential alternative predictors of substance exposure (aside from our
task-derived behavioral measures of sensitivity to peer influence and neural
measures of social valuation and nonvaluation social processing). Particularly,
we focused on the second order subscales of the BIS (attention, motor, and
nonplanning), the three ARQ subscales not querying substance use (antisocial,
reckless, and thrill seeking), and the externalizing YSR Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) subscales (attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder [ADHD], ODD, and conduct disorder [CD]) (Table 1).

Logistic Regression. We analyzed the relationships between our sensitivity to
social influence measures and substance exposure using a stepwise multiple
logistic regression framework. This approach allows us to examine these
effects in the context of potential confounds and alternative explanations for
substance exposure. We constructed three separate stepwise logistic re-
gression models to predict substance exposure based on our primary hy-
pothesized predictors of interest: 1) behavioral OCU parameters (OCUsafe and
OCUrisky), 2) neural representation of social valuation in vmPFC (represented by
responses to OCUsafe and OCUrisky), and 3) neural response to nonvaluation
social processing in dmPFC (represented by responses on social vs. solo trials).
Prior to running these models, the dimensionality of potential other predictors
was reduced using an initial logistic regression predicting substance exposure
with: age, sex, parental income, BIS (attention, motor, and nonplanning sub-
scales), YSR DSM subscales associated with disinhibition (54) (ADHD and ODD),
and the ARQ subscales (antisocial, reckless, and thrill-seeking subscales). The CD
subscale of YSR was not included due to collinearity with the ODD subscale (r >
0.7), and the rebellious subscale of the ARQ was excluded as it directly queries
substance use. Covariates for each initial model were selected using
alpha-to-remove of 0.2 (P > 0.2) in backward stepwise regression to reduce the
dimensionality of predictors. Then, separately for each model including social
influence variables of interest, we added the social influence variables using a
stepwise method to further refine the relevant model by removing the least-
significant covariates until all covariates had P < 0.15 (64). The final behavioral
OCU model predicting substance exposure included the BIS motor subscale as a
covariate. Final covariates for both neural models predicting substance expo-
sure included the BIS motor subscale and the YSR ODD subscale. We obtained
BFs to directly compare logistic regression models by first using the brms
package to estimate the models in a Bayesian framework (65) and bayestestR
to calculate the BF using these estimates (66). BF > 1 indicates evidence for a
particular model as compared to an alternative model, where the larger the BF,
the more evidence for that model.

Social Influence Model: Two-OCU Model. To investigate the extent to which
observing risky, safe, andmixed choices of peers affects adolescents’ decision-
making about risky options, we constructed an extension of our previously
reported OCU model (11). The OCU model is an expected utility model (36)
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that includes the addition of a subjective valuation of peers’ choices. Here,
we introduced two separate OCUs, each of which corresponds to an addi-
tional utility to the safe (OCUsafe) and risky (OCUrisky) gamble chosen by
peers. As per Chung et al. (11), the OCU-modified utility on Info trials (Uwith

OCU) of each option and the probability of selecting the safe gamble were
computed as follows:

Uwith OCU:safe = phigh × Vα
high−payoff:safe + 1–phigh( ) × Vα

low−payoff:safe
+ δ ‘safe; safe’( ) ×OCUsafe [1]

Uwith OCU:risky = phigh × Vα
high−payoff:risky + 1–phigh( ) × Vα

low−payoff:risky
+ δ ‘risky; risky’( ) ×OCUrisky [2]

P choosing safe gamble( ) = 1 + exp –λ × Uwith OCU:safe–Uwith OCU:risky( )( )[ ]−1
[3]

where Uwith OCU: safe (or Uwith OCU: risky) is the OCU-modified utility of the safe
(or risky) gamble, phigh is the probability of earning the high payoff, V
represents a payoff for each gamble, λ indicates sensitivity to the difference
between the utilities of the paired options, α is a risk preference, and indi-
cator δ(.) = 1 if the others chose the indicated options on that trial (0, oth-
erwise). The estimated risk preference α indicates whether a participant is
risk neutral (α = 1), risk seeking (α > 1), or risk averse (0 < α <1).

For parameter comparison analyses to distinguish effects of OCUs on
decision-making between trial types (Info: ‘safe, safe’ vs. Info: ‘risky, risky’)
and between adolescent groups, we normalized each estimated OCU to a
scale between 0 and 1:

OCUnormalized = [1 + exp(–λ ×OCUraw)]−1 [4]

where λ is that obtained from Eq. 3, OCUnormalized = 0.5 indicates no influ-
ence from observing peers’ choices, 0.5 < OCUnormalized ≤ 1 indicates higher
likelihood of choosing the same gamble as peers, and 0 ≤ OCUnormalized < 0.5
indicates higher likelihood of choosing the gamble different from peers.

Model recovery and model comparison details are provided in the
SI Appendix.

Parameter Estimation. For model parameter estimation, all 96 trials per
participant were used.We adopted a hierarchical Bayesianmodel structure of
the population, such that all of the participants’ model parameters (λ, α,
OCUsafe, and OCUrisky) were taken as random effects, assumed as samples
from common group-level parameter distributions (67, 68). For all parame-
ters, the group-level distributions were Gaussian with free group-level mean
(μ), SD (σ), and a standard normal distribution (Normal(0, 1)) following
noncentered parameterization (69). For λ and α, we applied an inverse
probit transformation and multiplied the transformed value by a constant
(50 for λ and 2 for α) to constrain the parameters between 0 and the mul-
tiplied constant. We estimated the hyperparameters (parameters of the
group-level distributions; [μλ, σλ, μα, σα, μocu:safe, σocu:safe, μocu:risky, σocu:risky])
using uninformative priors: the prior means ∼ Normal(0, 10) and the prior
SDs ∼ Cauchy(0, 2.5) with lower bound of zero.

All observed behavioral choices from adolescents in each group were used
for estimating the joint distribution of the parameters of the model. We used
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling with the No-U-Turn variant of
the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo technique implemented in Stan (70) and its
interface to R (69). A total of four chains were run where each chain had
5,000 samples drawn, discarding the first 2,000 samples for burn-in. We vi-
sually inspected the chains for convergence and good mixing, and confirmed
all values of the potential scale reduction factor were less than 1.05 for all
variables (71).

fMRI Acquisition and Preprocessing. Functional and structural brain scans were
acquired on a 3.0-T Siemens Trio scanner. High-resolution T1 weighted
structural images were acquired using the magnetization-prepared rapid
gradient-echo sequence (Siemens) with the following parameters: repetition
time (TR) = 1,200 ms, echo time (TE) = 2.66 ms, slices = 192, field of view =
245 × 245 mm, and voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm3. Echo planar images were
collected throughout the task procedure to measure BOLD signal. Scans
were angled 30° from the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line.
Scanner parameters were as follows: TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 30 ms, slices = 34,
slice thickness = 4 mm, flip angle = 90°, voxel size: 3.4 × 3.4 × 4 mm3.

Preprocessing analyses included slice timing correction, motion correction,
coregistration, normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute tem-
plate, and spatial smoothing using a 6-mm Gaussian kernel and were per-
formed with Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) 12 (https://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Functional images were resampled to 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 voxels
during normalization. Autocorrelation of the hemodynamic responses was
modeled as a first-order autoregressive process and a high-pass filter of 1/
128 Hz was applied to all scans.

General Linear Model (GLM) Analyses. We performed event-related fMRI
analyses of adolescents’ BOLD responses at the time at which they viewed
other players’ decisions. Two separate design matrices (DM1, DM2) were
used to specify the extent to which each type of social information affected
the utility signal (Fig. 2A). A separate regressor was included to censor each
volume where framewise displacement (FD) was greater than 0.9 mm (72).
Mean FD (after censoring) is 0.15 ± 0.082, range: 0.079 to 0.44
(substance-naïve: mean FD: 0.17 ± 0.090, range: 0.079 to 0.44; substance-
exposed: mean FD: 0.14 ± 0.074, range: 0.084 to 0.37). The number of cen-
sored volumes per subject was 7.74 ± 15.64, range: 0 to 69 (substance-naïve:
9.07 ± 14.39, range: 0 to 52; substance-exposed: 6.50 ± 17.12, range: 0 to 69).
Neither mean FD (P = 0.46) nor number of censored volumes (P = 0.66)
differed with substance exposure.

In DM1, the task-related regressors were arranged as follows to assess
neural signatures of OCUsafe:

1) Player1Cue: on Info trials, onset of the cue indicating Player 1’s choices.
At the same time, a new pair of gambles was revealed.

2) InfoViewP1P2_othersRisky: on [Info: ‘risky, risky’] trials, simultaneous
revelation of both other players’ decisions.

3) InfoViewP1P2_othersSafe_conform: on [Info: ‘safe, safe’] trials, simulta-
neous revelation of both other players’ decisions when the participant
chose the SAME option after observing others’ choices.

4) InfoViewP1P2_othersSafe_notconform: on [Info: ‘safe, safe’] trials, si-
multaneous revelation of both other players’ decisions when the par-
ticipant chose the DIFFERENT option after observing others’ choices.

5) InfoViewP1P2_othersMix_conformMatch: on [Info: ‘mix’] trials, simulta-
neous revelation of both other players’ decisions. Only the particular
trials where the same pairs of gambles as on the trials included in the
third regressor InfoViewP1P2_othersSafe_conform were modeled.

6) InfoViewP1P2_othersMix_notconformMatch: on [Info: ‘mix’] trials, simul-
taneous revelation of both other players’ decisions. Only the particular
trials where the same pairs of gambles as on the trials included in the
fourth regressor InfoViewP1P2_othersSafe_notconform were modeled.

7) SoloViewGambles_conformMatch: on Solo trials, revelation of new pair
of gambles. Only the particular trials where the same pairs of gambles
as on the trials included in the third regressor InfoViewP1P2_othersSa-
fe_conform were modeled.

8) SoloViewGambles_notconformMatch: on Solo trials, revelation of new
pair of gambles. Only the particular trials where the same pairs of gam-
bles as on the trials included in the fourth regressor InfoViewP1P2_o-
thersSafe_notconform were modeled.

9) Keypress: all trial key presses during the decision period.
10) Review: reviewing gamble choice that was made.

All regressors in DM1, except the regressors Player1Cue, Keypress, and
Review, were modeled as 6-s events. Review was modeled as a 2-s event.

To identify neural responses specific to individuals’ OCUsafe, we calculated
a contrast between Info: ‘safe, safe’ trials and the “gamble-matched trials”
(the same pairs of gambles as on the Info: ‘safe, safe’ trials, where partici-
pants conformed [or not]) that consisted of Solo and Info: ‘mix’ trials as
follows:

conformMatch = 0.5(SoloViewGamblesconformMatch)
+ 0.5(InfoViewP1P2othersMixconformMatch) [5]

notconformMatch = 0.5(SoloViewGambles notconformMatch)
+ 0.5(InfoViewP1P2 othersMix notconformMatch)

[6]

OCUsafe = [InfoViewP1P2 othersSafe conform–conformMatch]
+ [notconformMatch–InfoViewP1P2 otherSafe notconform] [7]

Given our expectation that the brain encodes utilities between the chosen
and unchosen gambles and the definition of OCU-modified utilities (Eqs. 1
and 2), we separately modeled trials in which participants did and did not
conform with the two other participants’ displayed choices. By doing so, the
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subjective neural responses to gamble information are cancelled, so that the
contrast only leaves OCUsafe (Fig. 2A).

Neural responses to OCUrisky were assessed in DM2 in the same way as
DM1; Info: ‘safe, safe’ trials and their gamble-matched trials were inter-
changed with Info: ‘risky, risky’ trials and the corresponding gamble-
matched trials (the same pairs of gambles as on the Info: ‘risky, risky’ tri-
als, where participants conformed [or not]) (Fig. 2A).

To examine neural substrates of general sensitivity to social information,
we defined two different contrasts based on DM1 and DM2. Specifically,
neural sensitivity to safe social information (Fig. 2B) was examined con-
trasting BOLD responses to regressors as follows:

[(InfoViewP1P2 othersSafe conform

+ InfoViewP1P2 othersSafe notconform)–(SoloViewGambles conformMatch

+ SoloViewGambles notconformMatch)]
[8]

For neural sensitivity to risky social information (Fig. 2B), we used an
equivalent contrast defined within DM2 replacing Info: ‘safe, safe’ trials with
‘Info: ‘risky, risky’ trials.

At the first level, contrast images were generated for each participant that
reflected whole-brain activity correlated with utility differences, OCUsafe,
OCUrisky, safe social information, and risky social information as described
above. At the second level, stepwise multiple logistic regression was used to
relate neural responses to OCUsafe (or OCUrisky) to substance exposure
(Fig. 2A). The association of neural nonvaluation safe (or risky) social processing
to substance exposure was also assessed using logistic regression (Fig. 2B). The
main finding that neural responses to OCUsafe but not OCUrisky are associated
with substance exposure is robust to potential differences in trial numbers
across subjects (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). Neurosynth term-based decoding (73)
shows that the activation maps derived from the specified contrasts are con-
sistent with the hypothesized processes (SI Appendix, Fig. S9).

ROI Analyses. Separate ROIs associated with 1) social valuation and 2) non-
valuation social processing were identified through the use of Neurosynth
term-based meta-analyses.

Social valuation: First, metamaps of value and social were generated
through Neurosynth term-based meta-analyses (73), false discovery rate
corrected at P < 0.01 with cluster size > 100 voxels. Valuation regions falling
within social regions were identified as the intersection of the value and
social metamaps (social ∩ value; social valuation; SI Appendix, Fig. S10). A
single significant value cluster was identified within this intersection. This
valuation cluster was maximal within vmPFC (x = −4, y = 40, z = −8), and a
sphere of 6 mm radius around this peak defined the social valuation ROI. To
test whether substance exposure is associated with the neural correlates of
social valuation, we extracted mean beta estimates within this ROI from the
OCUsafe and OCUrisky contrasts, as illustrated in Fig. 2A.

Nonvaluation social processing: A nonvaluation social processing map was
constructed as the social metamap excluding voxels common to the value
metamap (social ∩ valuec; SI Appendix, Fig. S11). The largest cluster falling
within this subtraction was maximal within dmPFC (x = 2, y = 56, z = 20), and
a sphere of 6 mm radius around this peak defined the nonvaluation social
processing ROI illustrated in Fig. 2B. To test whether substance exposure is
associated with neural processing of social information unrelated to valua-
tion, we extracted beta estimates from 1) the contrast of Safe trials−Solo
trials and 2) the contrast of Risky trials−Solo trials, as illustrated in Fig. 2B,
where Safe and Risky trials present information from social peers and Solo
trials do not. The results of additional ROIs associated with nonvaluation
social processing are presented in SI Appendix, Table S1 and are consistent
with the results presented in Fig. 2B.

Data Availability.Analytic scripts are available on Virginia Tech GitLab (https://
code.vt.edu/maorloff/adolescent-peer-influence); unthresholded first-level
images are available on Neurovault (https://neurovault.org/collections/
8727/); anonymized raw fMRI images are available on OpenNeuro (http://
doi.org/10.18112/openneuro.ds003096.v1.0.0).
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